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THE WORK OF THE MONUMENTS, FINE ARTS AND ARCHIVES SUB-COMMISSION

IN SICILY

The Allied Forces have now been in Sicily long enough for the results of the

work done by the Sub-Commission for Monuments, Fine Arts and archives to be visible,

and a brief review of it may be of interest.

Not the least important of its tasks is the protection of war-damaged buildings

and the application of 'first-aid1 measures to prevent their suffering further damage

from exposure to the weather. Generally speaking, this can only be done after the

tide of war has swept forward. Even then it must Be a matter of time; however slight
\

the repairs, they require labour, which has to be collected, and material, which may

be hard to find.

The money for the work comes from very different sources. Where a damaged

church belongs to one of the religious orders, the latter can often finance the work

of repair. If a building is scheduled as a National Monument, the Municipality i. y

vote money for the work. Sometimes a parish priest may succeed in appealing to .he

piety of his parishioners.

In most cases however there are no such sources of aid,and, on the re commend-t ion

of the Sub-Commission, the Allied Financial agency makes funds available. The money

thus provided is, of course, a liability on the Italian Government, which will

ultimately have to redeem it, Italy, therefore, and not the Allied Governments, is

in effect bearing the cost of this work; but, however the work is financed, all

projects have to be approved, plans passed, expediture checked ana audited and the

work supervised by the Monuments, Fine Arts and Archives officers.

Although the island as a whole was spared the'worst havoc of war, it suffered

a good deal, and the Commission found a. vast amount of work to be done; the

appropriations for ’essential repairs to monuments,works of art, libraries and archives

amount to a very considerable sum, the expenditure of which has been amply justified

by results.
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CHURCHES AND PALACES

Thus, in the city of Palermo alone, by the end of December, 1945? all necessary

protection had been given to six churches, and two oratories. In January work was

still in progress on ten churches, an oratory, three palaces and one museum, and

nearly 43 other churches were scheduled for minor first-aid measures.

In Syracuse repairs had been completed on five churches and five palaces and on the

museum. In Catania eight churches, a monastery, a castle and museum and the Civic

Library were being dealt with satisfactorily. In Trapani one church was finished and

four others still in progress, and one or more churches in each of nearly a score of

other towns and villages were under repair.

Of course, the nature of the work to be done varies as much as docs the amount of

it. There is no question of restoration - that must be carried out by the Italians

after the war - but ’protection l has to be interpreted in a liberal sense.

Occasionally, it may mean the demolition of dangerous walls, as in the case of

Sta Maria degli Angeli and the Palazzo Nara at Syracuse* Often, it is a matter of

0

mending a damaged roof; thus in Palermo only minor patching wan required to safeguard the

17th century stucco reliefs of New Testament history.and of the battle of Lepanto in the

Oratory of Sta* Zita, and those other masterpieces of the some artist, Serpotta, which

enrich the oratory of S, Lorenzo*

On the other hand, full repairs even to a roof may be beyond the sub commission 1
s

scope; thus in the church of S, Guiseppe dei Teatini neither material nor scaffolding

were available to mend the stone vault of the main aisle; but it was possible, to. repair

and make weatherproof the light upper roof, and to mend all the little, cupolas which

covered the sections of the side aisles, (This is a church of which the Neue Zurcher

Zeitung of July 9 last declared that it had been razed to the ground),

Nothing could be done, for the cupola and north trhnsept of the Olivella church, which

was almost wholly destroyed; but the nave, nearly intact, could be walled off so as to

protect it from the elements, and the elaborate stucco decorations above the altar could

be shielded -with cloth.

Of the Palermo church of S, Francesco little more than the side chapels could be saved,

one by putting over it a temporary roof, the other by building a supporting wall against the

outside - its exceedingly rich decoration of inlaid marble made it well worth saving.

Fortunately the beautiful 15th century arcaded chapel front by Francesco Laurana and

Pietro di Bontate on the north wall of this church escaped damage.
PIECED TOGETHER STORE BY STONE

An instance of more elaborate repairs are those 'done- at the Quay-side church of St a

Maria della catena. The. lovely Renaissance porch is unharmed (though La Stampa of June 6

last printed a pathetic account of its total destruction), but two bays of the north wall

were blown out by blast* All the stones were carefully numbered and tho wall is being re-

built with the original material; Matteo'Carnelivari’s fine doorway has been pieced to-

gether and the tracery of the one ruined window also is almost intact. When the work is

completed this beautiful late 15th century building vd.ll shew little, if any signs of

war damage, /Sometimes
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Sometimes the work required is concerned net with structural repair but with

the salving of details. In the church of S.Niccolo in Catania the 18th century
wooden choir-stalls carved by Niccolo Bagnasco of Palermo had been damaged and

dismantled; now they have been mended and replaced.

In ruined Randazzo the clearing of the rubble from the church of S.Niccolo
resulted in the discovery of the famous Gagini statue of the patron saint virtually
intact. The few small fragments that had been broken from it were recovered and

replaced. In another church there, the Pieta,. by the Maestro hi S,Martino, was

found buried out unbroken. At Syracuse, repairs were done ,to the 3rd century B,C.
rock carvings, the "Santonil!

,
in the gardens of the Palazzo Acreide. The museum

building had to be reconditioned and the repair by the staff of broken objects is

already in progress.

In Palermo, steps were taken to get damaged pictures restored by Italian experts,

and the 15th century fresco of the Triumph.of Death has been carefully removed from

the wall of the Palazzo Sclafani, made unsafe by blast.

A Reman mosaic floor had to be repaired at Selunto. At Palermo the National

Library was ruined by bombs, and part of the mediaeval monastery, Le Gancia, which

housed the National archives, was also destroyed* Now the Palazzo Mazzarino has been

fitted to take the National Library’s books. The sorting and repairing of the La

Gancia archives, collected from the ruins, is in progress. Some documents of the Reale

Archivio were found being used in shops as wrapping-paper; these have been salved.

STOLEN MANUSCRIPTS TRACED

A like fate was befalling the library and archives of the Palermo Conservatory of

Music. They had been stolen. They were traced to the town of Alcamo and the bulk of

them recovered. The salvaged included a large and important collection of 18th century

MS music. Similarly a good illuminated MSS which was missing from the church at Naro

near Agrigento has been recovered by the sub commission* Had it been permanently lest

enemy propaganda would certainly have put the blame on some officer of the Allied armies.

The museum at Agrigento has been enriched by a black-figured Greek vase sent by

a nameless ’owner’ who probably feared investigation of his claim to it.

The contents of the cathedral and church treasuries throughout the island have

been, for the most part, checked against our inventories, with satisfactory results.

Damage is unavoidable in war ana* as General Eisenhower has said, where our men’s

lives are at stake the works of art must go. But unnecessary harm to the monuments

of civilisation harms the good name of the Allied armies and the cause for which
’ I

they fight. It is for this reason that the Monuments, Pine arts and Archives

organisation was set on foot, an organisation without precedent in military history.

military repairs
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SOME OF EH : CHURCHES, ETC. IN SICILY REPAIRED OR

SALTED BY*THE SUB-CONIMISSION OF MONUMENT FINE
ARTS' AnD ARCHIVES/ . ■

PALERMO

Oratories of S.* Lorenzo and Stn. Oita'(interiors very fine).
S. Q-uiscppe ■ de i Teatini.

S. Francesco ' ' ■.

StahHobia della Catena. ,
SS, Salvatore.;,
SS. Annunziata.
S. Sebastiano. '

Palazzo Solafani; fresco of the Triumph of Death,

MESSINA

Cathedral (Nest end.)

CATANIA

Duomo

Sta. Chiara.

S. Francesco.
S. Niccolo (East end, choir stall, etc.)
Castellon Ursino

RANDAZZo

S* Niccolo; statue of the Saint by Ant. Gasini.

S. Martino; pieta by Maestro di S. Martino.

SYRACUSE

Duomo.

SS. Immaculnta'.

Sta, Lucia

Palazzo Bellomo

Palazzo Beneventano.

TRAPANI

Sta. Maria di Gesu.

Duomo.
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